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Race Committee training – Saturday Sept 8th is a “Back to School” edition of 
the seminar we offer in January.  We will have focused sessions on RC boat 
flags & timing, recording competitors & finishes, and practice on chase boats 

with setting buoys.  We really need all the 2018 new members to come out, and 
we also need for each fleet to send a few “experienced” folks, to be sure every 

fleet is up to date on current Race Committee protocols. 
  
RC boats: during the offseason, Tom pulled some of the boats for 

powerwashing.  While removing the zebra mussels which have accumulated, 
especially on places where the bottom coating is gone, Fred Schroth happened 
by and volunteered to quickly refinish the bottom of two of the boats.  Chase 1 

& 2 are now completed, and I will be asking forgiveness of the AYC Board as I 
ask for reimbursement to Fred Schroth for materials and minimal expense for 

the two boats already completed, and to cover the estimated cost for RC & 
Chase 3.  Anyone who has paid for a bottom job knows the costs in the motion 
are essentially a donation to AYC from Fred, and we are essentially paying for 

materials only.  I will be recommending that next year’s Race Commander 
include bottom painting expense on a rotating schedule, in upcoming expense 

projections.  In addition, the hull of chase1 is almost 40 years old, and may 
soon need more than just paint to keep it lake-worthy. 
  

Dog Days of Summer Series had 6 weekends of varied weather: some 
weekends were very windy/too windy, and some were just too darn hot.  The 
RC teams kept most of the racing prompt, and the courses short enough to get 

in before dark.  We had an excellent End-Of-Series meal from the social 
committee, and great trophies.  We averaged 29 boats on the line, with a high 

of 32.  Again, A fleet had the largest turnout, 14 boats overall with a weekly 
average of 8.2. 
  

Indian Summer Series is next, back to Sunday schedule. 
  

  
Jim Casto 

race_commander@austinyachtclub.net 

 


